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Abstract 

In this paper we derive the generalisation of Gauss-Codazzi, Raychaudhuri and area change 
equations for classical relativistic branes and multi-dimensional fluids in arbitrary background 
manifolds with metricity and torsion. The kinematical description we develop is fully covariant and 
based on the use of projection tensors tilted w.r.t. the brane worldsheets. 01998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

A large variety of physical systems is possible to be modelled as relativistic branes of an 
appropriate dimension propagating in a fixed background manifold. In general a (p - 1) 
brane is to be understood as a dynamical system defined in terms of fields with support 
confined to a p-dim worldsheet surface S in a background space-time manifold M of 
dimension n > p [l-3]. 

Stachel’s idea of matter of multi-dimensional objects [4-6] is a generalisation of the 
notion of point particles to matter, whose elementary constituents are extensive objects. 
In turn a multi-dimensional fluid of extended objects on M is defined by a congruence of 
p-dim worldsheets of (p - 1)-dim branes. 
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A great deal of interst in brane models comes from cosmology, and especially from 
theories of structure formation in the early universe [7,8]. Essentially the relativistic theory 
of classical branes may be applied to vacuum defects produced by the Kibble mechanism 
[9], with interesting cosmological and astrophysical implications [lo]. 

In recent years there has been a significant amount of work regarding the development 
of a kinematical description of deformations of the worldsheet spanned in the background 
manifold by a relativistic brane [ll-161. The main motivation for a proper kinematical 
description originates from a clear analogy. To be concrete, it is well established today 
that the proof of the existence of space-time singularities in general relativity relies on the 
consequences obtained from Raychaudhuri equations for geodesic congruences [17-191. 
In brane theories the notion of the point particle and the associated with it worldline gets 
replaced by the notion of extensive objects with their corresponding worldsheets. Thus, in 
principle, it would be possible to derive the generalised Raychaudhuri equations for brane 
worldsheet congruences and arrive at analogous singularity theorems in classical relativistic 
brane theory. 

The great majority of the earlier approaches have been expressed in a highly gauge 
dependent notation, as well as after the introduction of special reference systems, involving 
specifically adapted coordinates and frames, tailored to the embedding of particular surfaces, 
that require the simultaneous use of many different kinds of indices. On the other hand 
the advantages of a covariant kinematical description have been emphasised by Carter. 
Moving in this direction, Carter, based on traditional surface embedding theory [20-241, 
has developed a kinematical formalism which is, however, in his words, “designed to be 
a balance compromise between frame-dependent and tensorial expressions” [ 1,15,16,25- 
27]. Motivated by the significance of developing a proper mathematical machinery for the 
study of brane models, in this paper we construct a generalised fully covariant kinematical 
framework for branes and multi-dimensional fluids in manifolds with metricity and torsion, 
using projection tensor techniques. 

Moreover, all the previous approaches impose major restrictions on the kind of brane 
models considered. More concretely, on the first place, the background manifold has to be 
endowed with a metric tensor which is at least invertible. On the second place, they assume 
that the background manifold connection has to be metric compatible and torsion free, thus 
excluding any discussion of brane models in the higher-dimensional manifolds of unified 
field theories, which use non-metric compatible and non-torsion free connections. Finally, 
they assume that the projection onto the brane worldsheet is normal, thus excluding the 
treatment of null brane worldsheets [28] where the normality condition is not satisfied. In 
this paper we remove these restrictive assumptions. One key idea is to define two different 
projection gradients which become equal for normal projections. 

Using the generalised kinematical framework we construct, we manage to obtain the 
generalisations of the Gauss-Codazzi and Raychaudhuri equations, governing the behaviour 
of brane worldsheet congruences in manifolds with metricity and torsion, as well as the law 
governing their generalised area change. In this way we recover and greatly generalise the 
results of the current literature, for example those of Capovilla and Guven [13,14], and 
Carter [15,16], establishing an elegant covariant kinematical formalism at the same time. 
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The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we develop our covariant kinematical 
framework for brane worldsheet congruences. In more detail, in Section 2.1 we introduce 
the descriptive elements of a general brane model and present the projected index formalism 
as well as the geometrical objects notation we are going to use. In Section 2.2 we derive 
the kinematical quantities associated with the brane worldsheet projection tensor fields. In 
Section 2.3 we construct the intrinsic and extrinsic brane worldsheet projected covariant 
derivatives. In Section 2.4 we decompose the metricity and torsion tensors and derive 
the generalised Weingarden identity. In Section 2.5 we consider the decomposition of the 
Riemannian curvature w.r.t. the brane worldsheet and derive the generalisations of the 
Gauss-Codazzi and Raychaudhuri equations in covariant form. In Section 3 we study the 
brane worldsheet decomposition of the Lie derivatives of the various geometrical objects, 
and we obtain the law governing the generalised area change. Finally, we summarise and 
conclude in Section 4. 

2. Covariant kinematical framework for brane worldsheet congruences 

2.1. Preliminaries and notation 

The basic descriptive element of a general (p - 1) brane model as localised on a p- 
dim worldsheet in an n-dim curved background manifold is the rank-p operator Z’, of 
projection on the worldsheet. The projection tensor field Z assigns to each point P of the 
manifold a map Z(P) : Tp + Tp, on the tangent space Tp , such that 

Z(P)2 = Z(P). 

If I is the identity map, the tensor field 

V=I-z 

(1) 

(2) 

is also a projection tensor field which we call the complement of Z. An immediate conse- 
quence of (1) and (2) is ZV = VZ = 0. 

So long as there is a regular metric tensor we can expect the projection tensor field Z,, 
to be normal or equivalently 

Z,” = Z”,. 

We note that the above condition cannot be imposed on the projection tensor onto a null 
brane worldsheet. 

In cases where the normality condition (3) can be imposed, like the projection onto a 
timelike brane worldsheet, the rank-p operator Z,, of tangential projection onto the brane 
worldsheet represents the metric induced on the p-dim worldsheet by its embedding in the 
n-dim background manifold, whereas the complementary rank-(n - p) operator V,, of 
projection orthogonal to the worldsheet represents the projected metric on the (n - p)-dim 
quotient space if we consider a space-time filling congruence of brane worldsheets. 
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Moreover, the dimension of the projection tensor Z at the point P is defined to be the 
dimension of the subspace ZTp which is the tangent space of the brane worldsheet. An 
immediate consequence of this definition is 

P = zcya> n -p = Va,. 

In turn, the projection tensor Z onto a null brane worldsheet is characterised by a projected 
metric tensor (or a projected inverse metric tensor) which is non-invertible and thus fails to 
define a metric on the subspace ZTp . 

Because Z and V have the same formal properties, it is possible to arrange all the 
expressions so that they are preserved by an exchange of Z and V. We have arranged 
the notation so that the exchange of a projection tensor by its complement can be carried 
out easily. 

The projection of high-rank tensors related to the kinematical framework of branes often 
has lengthy expressions involving many index contractions. The expresions become much 
more elegant and transparent if we adopt a compact projected index notation formalism. 

Thus we follow the conventions: Each tensor index that is meant to be contracted with 
an index on the projection tensor Z is marked by the symbol A, while each index which is 
meant to be contracted with an index on the projection tensor V is marked by the symbol 
v. For example 

x”G ^ 6 := zy,va,z~,xp”p (4) 

We also notice the distinction between a tensor, which inhabits a particular projection 
subspace which we call entirely projected, and a tensor which is the result of projecting 
the corresponding background manifold tensor into that subspace. An entirely projected 
tensor carries a projection label for each of its tensor indices. The projection labels stand 
for projection tensors and indicate the projection identities which are associated with each 
tensor index. We can, by convention, abbreviate and use a single symbol (cz) to stand 
for an index-label pair & or &. We interpret the summation convention on a repeated and 
abbreviated symbol to imply a sum over both the visible index value a! and the invisible 
projection label, and denote it by [a]. This notation has the advantage that a whole collection 
of entirely projected tensors is organised into a single geometrical object with appropriate 
labels according to the above conventions. Moreover, organising entirely projected tensors 
into geometrical objects has the advantage of making very compact expressions, which are 
identical in structure to familiar unprojected tensor expressions. 

Let us agree that the symbol PA(P) (w~(v~ denotes the projected background manifold APfiv 
tensor and that the symbol A(@)(p)(V) denotes the entirely projected background manifold 
APwV tensor. The projected A tensor geometrical object can be considered as a representation 
of the background manifold tensor A. In what follows it will become clear that whenever a 
background manifold tensor is defined in terms of covariant derivatives, its corresponding 
entirely projected geometrical object will be different from the geometrical object of the 
projected background manifold tensor. 

In the following we use the definitions and notation of the projected and entirely 
projected geometrical objects to set a covariant kinematical framework for branes and 
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multi-dimensional fluids in manifolds having metricity and torsion, i.e. dealing with the 
most general case of brane models that can occur. 

2.2. Kinematical quantities associated with the brane worldsheet projection tensor$leds 

The first step to set up a covariant kinematical framework for classical relativistic branes 
is to find a way to express the first derivative of the projection tensor field on the p-dim 
brane worldsheet as well as of its complement, in terms of tensors that obey projection 
identities. 

We define the projection gradient to be the tensor: 

Z”,ZPBV,ZU, = vjz’y, := z/g. (3 

The definition of the projection gradient is projected explicitly on two of its three indices. 
However, we can easily show that it obeys the projection identity: 

vj z’y , = VB Zfff (6) 

Another way to project the covariant derivative of a projection tensor yields the tensor: 

z”,zpp,za, = vjjzap := Zffl;$. 

When a metric is available and Z is a normal projection tensor, this projection gradient 
is exactly the same as the previous one, with the indices appropriately raised and lowered. 

In turn it obeys the projection identity 

In addition to the projection gradient associated with the brane worldsheet projection op- 
erator Z, the same definition yields projection gradients associated with the complementary 
projection tensor V: 

VjV”f := vavj = vapp, (9) 

V,V”, := v; B = v; b. (10) 

Now we can use the decomposition of the identity tensor I = Z + V to force a decom- 
position of the projection gradient w.r.t. the brane worldsheet: 

VSZ’yY = v,-z”1; + vgz6; - V~V$ - v6’vi;; (11) 

or equivalently 

&say =z& 1; j + zt.j - VSfB - v; j’ (12) 

The decomposition of the complementary projection gradient V V is given by the com- 
plement of this expression, namely by exchanging Z and V, as well as A and v everywhere. 
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Because each projection gradient has two indices which project into the same subspace, 
we can contract these two indices and thus extract symmetric and antisymmetric parts. From 
them we can define the kinematical quantities associated with a projection tensor field. 

The antisymmetric part reads 

,. v,gzap, := wysa (13) 

and we call it the projection vorticity tensor. 
The symmetric part reads 

,. 
V(s^ZUP) := l!$a (14) 

and we call it the projection expansion rate tensor. 
When a metric tensor is available for raising and lowering indices we can also define a 

trace part 

which we call the projection divergence, as well as a trace-free symmetric part 

(1% 

(16) 

which we call the projection shear tensor. 

2.3. Intrinsic and extrinsic brane worldsheet projected covariant derivatives 

We consider a vector field u which obeys the projection identity ZU = U, meaning that 
u(P) E ZTp for every point P in the background manifold, namely the tangent space of 
the brane worldsheet. The part of the covariant derivative Vu reflecting the way in which 
the vector field u changes within the tangent space of the brane worldsheet is defined to be 
the brane worldsheet projected covariant derivative DU with components 

Dsu’ = Z”,V&! (17) 

On the other hand the part of the covariant derivative ignoring the way in which u changes 
within the tangent space of the brane worldsheet is defined to be the brane worldsheet 
antiprojected covariant derivative with components 

&P = VffPV&! (18) 

We can easily show that the derivatives defined above give zero when they act on the 
projection tensor fields themselves: 

DsZag = 0, DsVub = 0. (19) 

It is to be noted that these derivatives act only on tensor fields belonging to particular 
projected subspaces and thus obey the product rule only for products of these tensors. 
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The projected and antiprojected covariant derivatives are not entirely projected geomet- 
rical objects. The desired entirely projected objects are the following: 

D# = ZPsDpud, (20) 

which we call the intrinsic brane worldsheet projected covariant derivative; 

Dc;ua = VpSDpu(y, (21) 

which we call the extrinsic brane worldsheet projected covariant derivative; 

D# = ZP8DPlP, (22) 

which we call the intrinsic brane worldsheet antiprojected covariant derivative; and finally 

Dgu& = vPJjpLP, (23) 

which we call the extrinsic brane worldsheet antiprojected covariant derivative. 
Using the geometrical objects notaion we find that the full decomposition of the back- 

ground manifold connection w.r.t. the brane worldsheet into entirely projected parts is 
determined by 

pVCg)u(@ = D~&~) + ~‘~k(~),,,~~~, (24) 

where 

-(a) fi (o)(J) := vz(“)[,,(~)Y’qO) (25) 

and 

YDp := zap - vup. (26) 

In the above formula the geometrical object E(“)(O)(~) does not change sign under com- 
plementation and stands as the generator of correction terms in the relationship between the 
covariant and the entirely projected w.r.t. the brane worldsheet derivatives. If we compute 
the components of ECay)(,)(~), we obtain 

2.4. Decomposition of the metric@ and torsion w.I: t. the brane worldsheet 

We consider that the background manifold is endowed with a form-metric gp”. The 
metricity tensor is defined by the relation 

Q wup = -Vpgc”“. (27) 
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In turn we define the entirely projected metricity geometrical object w.r.t. the brane 
worldsheet by the relation 

Q(W)(u) @) := 4+/&E”)(“). (28) 

In the above definition the entirely projected geometrical object Q(~)(“)(p) includes the 
intrinsic metricity Qb’; associated with the subspace ZTp, the intrinsic metricity Q@‘; 
associated with the subspace V Tp, as well as the mixed projected metricities. 

Using the geometrical objects notation we find that the decomposition of the full back- 
ground manifold metricity w.r.t. the brane worldsheet into entirely projected parts is deter- 
mined by the formula: 

Formula (29) is equivalent to the following system of equations in the projected index 
formalism: 

and their complements. 
We note that if the background manifold is endowed with a regular tensor and the con- 

nection is metric compatible, the metricity tensor vanishes, and thus the left-hand sides of 
the above equations equal zero. Moreover, for a normal projection tensor field the mixed 
projected metrics vanish. Finally, we observe that the intrinsic and the mixed projected 
metricities do not necessarily vanish for a non-normal projection tensor field even if the 
connection is metric compatible. 

The torsion tensor is defined by the relation 

[V”, V,l$ = SP,“QP. (34) 

The above definition can be decomposed into entirely projected parts w.r.t. the brane 
worldsheet by defining the entirely projected torsion tensors according to 

Since Z is the projection tensor onto the brane worldsheet the quantity [D;, Dp]@ is 
related to the torsion of the intrinsic geometry on this surface. 

In definition (35) the entirely projected geometrical object S(P)(,)(,) includes the intrinsic 

torsion SpLC associated with the subspace ZTp, the intrinsic torsion S’,;; associated with 
the subspace V Tp, as well as the mixed projected torsions. 
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Using the geometrical objects notation we find that the decomposition of the full back- 
ground manifold torsion w.r.t. the brane worldsheet into entirely projected parts is deter- 
mined by the formula: 

Q(P) G)(v) = S C/J) (P)(U) - 2, ~%kuw (36) 

Formula (36) is equivalent to the following system of equations in the projected index 
formalism: 

PS!?_ = SPA 
IL” !Ju’ 

PS!, = SP* - 2&P 
PU b” /1U’ 

P&y!” = sp” - i 
vu W” Zti /!I 

together with their complements. 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Furthermore, if there is a regular metric tensor, and the background manifold connection 
is torsion free we obtain 

PSfA =P&_@ -P&p -(J 
W” i;; - fi; - 

or equivalently 

(40) 

Sfi X0 fi; ’ 

SC = 2;p ;; P”’ 

s;; = z_$ 

The nr\-projection of the torsion definition reads 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

[D;, Db]# = 2&jpbLvD6# + Spi,;Vp@. 

In an adapted frame the Ar\-projection of the torsion definition takes the form 

(44) 

([e,, 4 - W’,,,, + Zrmnkr - zRmned4 = 0. (45) 

The above expression provides the needed relation with the Frobenius theorem. Con- 
cretely, it shows that two vector fields with values in the subspace ZTp have a commutator 
which lays in the same subspace if and only if the mixed projected torsion tensor _ERmn 
is zero. We call this condition generalised Weingarden identity. Then the Frobenius theo- 
rem guarantees that the subspace ZTp is tangent to a submanifold which is identified as 
the brane worldsheet. As a consequence, if the background manifold connection is torsion 
free, the vanishing of the mixed projected tensor ZRmn implies, according to (42), that the 

. . -P vortlclty tensor o wv should vanish. 

2.5. Decomposition of the Riemann curvature W.K t. the brane worldhsheet 

It is possible to relate the geometry of the projection tensor field onto the brane worldsheet 
with the Riemannian geometry that it inhabits, by decomposing the space-time Riemann 
tensor w.r.t. the projection. 
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The curvature tensor is defined by the equation 

uPRpY,p = ([VP, V,] - Sp,&)uY. (46) 

We can decompose the above definition, and from all of its independent projections. In 
order to do this we first define the entirely projected curvature geometrical object by the 
action of the entirely projected covariant derivatives on the entirely projected w.r.t. the brane 
worldsheet vector fields according to 

&lR (y) [p] ((Y)(B) := ([~~~)&,I - ~‘P’((Y)(B)~lPl)~(y). (47) 

In the above definition the first two pairs of indices of the entirely projected curvature 
geometrical object must belong to the same projected subspace. So we demand that 

R; (a)(B) = Rj! (a)(b) = 0. 

Since the projection tensor Z is surface forming it is clear that Rb’ bj is the intrinsic 

curvature tensor of the brane worldsheet. In an adapted frame the components of R ’ ^ are 
fi kp 

given by the expression 

R,Cab =eb(rc,.a) - ea(rcrb) + rSrarCsb - rSrbr:; 

- rcr, (2rs,ab] - &b) - zsabrcrs. (481 

Similarly we call R: GB the intrinsic curvature associated with the projection tensor field 

V, whereas we call R ’ b LQ mixed projected curvature tensor. 

Now it is possible to express the complete decomposition of the background manifold 
Riemannian curvature tensor w.r.t. the brane worldsheet in terms of the intrinsic and mixed 
projected curvature tensors. Using the geometrical objects, notation the decomposition 
of the full background manifold Riemann tensor w.r.t. the brane worldsheet into entirely 
projected parts is determined by the formula: 

PR(,)(Y) @Hi% = R&%(kJ) + 2%)~(y)I(P)l(cr)l 

-SLul(cy)(B)E(Y)(p),a] - 2~(~),8,,(Ly)~‘s1,(p),(~),. (49) 

Formula (49) is equivalent to the following system of equations in the period index 
formalism: 
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and their complements. 
We note that Eqs. (50) and (53) are the generalisations of the Gauss-Codazzi relations. 

From Eq. (54) we can extract an integrability condition in the following form: 

When the background manifold is endowed with a regular metric tensor, the projection 
tensor is normal, and the background manifold connection is metric compatible and tor- 
sion free, we have only three independent projections of the Riemannian tensor. The three 
independent projections together with symmetries of the Riemann tensor as well as their 
complements provide a complete decomposition of the Riemannian curvature. 

Finally, it is of interest to consider the decomposition of the contracted curvature, namely 
the Ricci tensor, w.r.t. the brane worldsheet. 

First we construct the r\r\-projection of the Ricci curvature tensor: 

where RA r is the intrinsic Ricci curvature tensor associated with the brane worldsheet. 
The “?-projection of the Ricci curvature tensor is obtained by taking the complements in 

(57), and corresponds to the intrinsic Ricci curvature associated with the projection tensor 
field V. 

By contracting J’RGb with the projected metric tensor g&j we obtain a generalisation of 
the Raychaudhuri equation in the form: 

When the background manifold is endowed with a metric compatible and torsion free 
connection as well as the projection tensor field is normal, Raychaudhuri equation takes the 
form: 

g&b PR A = k + DG@ + DB$ - e6ee - uGe juBf+,. 
43 (59) 

In order to complete our analysis we mention the identities that the entirely projected 
w.r.t. the brane worldsheet torsion and Riemann curvature geometrical objects obey. These 
are the following: 
1. Entirely projected torsion Bianchi identities: 

R](&P(~)(~)I + ~](,)~(Y)(~)(~)I + +%,& 
[cl (a)(@) = 0. 

2. Entirely projected curvature Bianchi identities: 

D[(,)RI(s)I(Y)(cY)(B)] + R(s)(Y)l~l[(p)S’u’((Y)(B)l = 0. 

(60) 

(61) 
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3. Decomposition of Lie derivatives w.r.t. the brane worldsheet 

The Lie derivative of a vector field u w.r.t. a vector field M can be obtained by the 
commutator 

(LMUM = CM, UIM (62) 

for every scalar field 4 defined on the background manifold. 
The relationship between the Lie derivative and the covariant derivative is provided by 

the formula 

(&u)” = MCV,us - uP(VpMG - S”,,M”). (63) 

It is interesting to work out the brane worldsheet projection tensor decomposition of the 
Lie derivative of the projection tensor 2. 

Proposition 1. The full decomposition of the background manifold Lie derivative of the 
projection tensor Z W.K t the brane worldsheet into entirely projected parts is determined 
by the formula: 

ProoJ The relation between the Lie derivative of the projection tensor Z with its covariant 
derivative is given by 

CM ZffB = M’V, ZuB - Zpg SVpMU + Z”, ‘VBMP, (65) 

where 

‘V,M’ = V,M” - SSp,Mu. (66) 

We consider the projection of the above relation w.r.t. the brane worldsheet, using the 
geometrical objects notation to obtain 

&Z(“)(fi) = M”’ PV181Z(a)(B) - Z’p’(g) PSV,P,M((Y) + Z(‘y),p, psV(P)M’P’. 

(67) 

If we use the relation between the covariant derivative and the entirely projected covariant 
derivative as well as the proposition referring to the torsion tensor, we can calculate the r.h.s. 
of (67) in terms of entirely projected geometrical objects as follows: 

p,&fz(a)(B) = 25”) [PI 49M ‘p1 - Z’p’(g)D,,, MCay) 

+ M’ulCZ’P’(~)S(‘X),p,,~l - Z(~),,,S’p’(B),ol]. 

Next we note that the following identity holds: 

(68) 

&,(z+v)=LMz+L,,,v=o. (69) 
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Eq. (69) implies that (68) is antisymmetric under complementation. This property be- 
comes manifest if we make use of the tensor YUs defined by (26), and thus write (68) 
equivalently in the form: 

L&-z(a+o) = ;[Y(")[p,D(,)M'fi' - Y'fi'(,)D,bJ,M('Y)] 

+ ~/pl[y[Bl(at~(~) [p][s] - y(a+~,~‘B’(o),8,1> 

which completes the proof of the proposition. 

(70) 

0 

If we assume that the background manifold connection is torsion free, then the only non- 
zero projections of the Lie derivative of the projection tensor Z w.r.t. the brane worldsheet, 
in the projected index notation, are given by 

where 

(&I)~ o := S; M” + SF M’. 
B BG /Js 

We consider a vector field u which obeys the projection identity Zu = u. According to 
the definitions provided in the case of covariant derivatives we define its brane worldsheet 
entirely projected Lie derivative by the formula 

whereas its brane worldsheet entirely antiprojected Lie derivative by the formula 

It is important to relate the brane worldsheet entirely tangentially projected Lie derivative 
to the ordinary Lie derivative. 

Proposition 2. The full decomposition of the background manifold Lie derivative of an 
entirely projected vector field w.I: t. the brane worldsheet into entirely projected parts is 
determined by 

(L$)W = L@(a) - &l&(4 [PI ’ (75) 

where 
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Prooj We start with the expressions: 

u@) = Z(~)]p]~‘pl if u E ZTp, 

u(a) = V(a),p~u’pl if u E VTp. 

We Lie-differentiate the above expressions: 

L:MLP) = (Lpp,p]U’~’ + z@+p])c~u’~‘, (77) 

&zP = (&Z(“)[,,&’ + V(“)lp])C~U’~’ (78) 

for u E Z Tp or V Tp , respectively. 
If we make use of the tensor Y”@, Eqs. (77) and (78) can be written in a single relation 

as follows: 

&ftP) = (c~z(a'),o])Y'"'~p,u'~' + L#&“), 

where the following identity is satisfied: 

-(&z(n+cr])Y’U’(B) = Y(~)[,](&z[O’(~)). 

By definition we have 

(79) 

(80) 

3121Ca)(p) = ~[Y’fi’[o]D,@P) - Y(O1),B,D,~]M’B’]Y[a](p) 

+ ~~~~~[Y~~~[~]s’~‘[o,,y]l - Y[~‘[~]s(“)[~,[v]]Y[~‘(,). 

Hence if we combine (70), (79) and (81), we finally obtain 

(L$)‘“’ = LMU(‘y) - U]P’~M(~+pl 

(81) 

(82) 

which completes the proof of the proposition. ??

Then Eq. (82), after using (71) and (72) in the projected index notation takes the form: 

&.fU” = LMu’ - (S,&$ + DBMiV + $ &M’ - ;(I,0 M’ 

+ (S,)$ - DjM’ - v; bM” + iij*,,M’)& (83) 

Furthermore, we can generalise the above notions and ask for the decomposition of the 
Lie derivative of a general entirely projected tensor w.r.t. the brane worldsheet. So let us 
consider the entirely projected geometrical object X(“)(B)(,)(,): 

(&X)(“)(B) (P)(V) = LMX((y)(6)(~)(“) - X’P’(B)(~L)(“)03M((Y)[P, 

_XMPl (~)(“)&4(P),p, + X(“)(B),p’(“)~M[P’(~L) 

+X(“)(B)(I-l)[P,~MIP’(V). (84) 

A significant application of the above decompositions is obtained when we study the 
evolution of a timelike brane worldsheet area element. Let us suppose that dim ZTp = p. 
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The area element on the brane worldsheet surface tangent to the subsapce ZTp is the unit 
p-form Q in Z*Tp. We choose a vector field Na in VTp, and a p-form field S which is 
propagated along the integral curves of N” by Lie-dragging so that it is a solution of 

LNS = 0. 

So long as the choosen Lie-dragged p-form S obeys 

z*s # 0. (85) 

The Z-area element Q can be constructed from S. Since the subspace ZTp is timelike 
we have 

Q = (det[g,a])“*Z*S, (go) 

where 

(detkkgl> # 0. (87) 

Because the entirely projected Lie derivative obeys 

LNZ = 0, (88) 

and the field S has been defined by Lie-dragging, we see that 

LN(Z*S) = 0. (89) 

Then the entirely projected Lie derivative of the tangent to the brane worldsheet Z-area 
element is 

LN Q = -_:gagLNg”’ Q. (90) 

Furthermore, we can calculate the quantity LNgiYB as follows: 

(PLNg)(a)(B) = LNg(‘y)(B) _ gtP1(B)~N(@[P, _ g(‘y)bJI~N(B)[pl* 

Hence we obtain 

(91) 

(92) 

where 

EN 6 b = -&J&S: 

EN 6 S = -S/S + DaNB + v; ,N” - 2~544’ 

and the complements of the above expressions. 
The geometrical object (Li,)(“)(fl) in t erms of the entirely projected covariant derivatives 

is given by 
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pc,g)(‘y)(B) = [2g bl((P)S(~)+p,,sl _ Q(,,b’+Sl]~~~l 

_ gblwqp,j$P”) _ g(‘L~bl~,p,~(~). 

Now if we use Eqs. (91)-(93) we finally obtain 

(93) 

LNgkb = _ QNi"b - 2g /%+)$Jd’ + 2gb(Bzg9/5 

+ 2(gb”,,h)d _ g6(“vk,)N”, (94) 

where the terms which vanish when we have torsionless and metric compatible connections 
have been collected in the geometrical object 

QP#db) = (Q/d/d(u),,, _ g(~L)bI$‘(v+p,,sl _ g[PI(V)~P(~U),,,,sl)NISl. (95) 

Hence, Eq. (90) gives the result 

g,g(gfi(dz;~); _ g~($%6S)N~ Q = -LNQ. (96) 

Finally, by projecting the identity 

&@g Pff = 6P 
B (97) 

Eq. (96) takes the form 

N*& Q - (gCgg=z$$ + g,ggi’ubpa)NUQ = -LNQ. (98) 

Finally, we note that if the projection tensor field onto the brane worldsheet is normal, 
the above equation is simplified as follows: 

N”tSCQ = -LNQ. (99) 

Eq. (99) determines the relation between the divergence and the rate of change of the timelike 
brane worldsheet area element. 

4. Summary and discussion 

In this paper we have constructed a fully covariant kinematical framework of classical 
relativistic branes, satisfying needs arising in the context of theories of topological de- 
fects structures such as cosmic strings, higher-dimensional cosmic membranes, as well as 
multi-dimensional fluids. All the previous approaches to such a kinematical description had 
imposed major restrictions on the kind of brane models considered, excluding any discus- 
sion of null branes, as well as of branes in the higher-dimensional manifolds of unified field 
theories, which use non-metric compatible and non-torsion free connections. Our treatment, 
based on the use of projection tensor techniques, has removed all the restrictive assump- 
tions. The basic idea we have used is the definition of two different projection gradients 
which become equal for normal projections. 

Our analysis has shown that when a projection tensor field is surface forming, the cur- 
vature decomposition includes the generalisation of Gauss-Codazzi equations. When the 
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projection tensor field is not surface forming, multi-dimensional fluid flow for example, the 
gradient of the projection tensor turns out to be composed of such well-known quantities 
as the vorticity and the expansion of fluid flow, and the curvature decomposition leads to 
the generalisation of Raychaudhuri equation. In the latter case our framework generalises 
the kinematical notions of relativistic cosmology used in the context of general relativity 
[29] to the case of multi-dimensional fluids. In this way we have modelled the geometry 
of arbitrary brane worldsheet congruences in manifolds with metricity and torsion. In the 
context of our kinematical framework we have managed to obtain the generalisations of the 
Gauss-Codazzi and Raychaudhuri equations, as well as the law governing their generalised 
area change in a covariant form. 
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